1. Introduction {#s1}
===============

Two-sample testing on the equality of two high-dimensional means is common in genomics and genetics. For instance, [@asw029C7] considered analysis of differential expressions for gene sets based on microarray data. In our motivating example and other genome-wide association studies ([@asw029C28]), polygenic testing is of interest: one would like to test whether there is any association between a disease and a large number of genetic variants, mostly single nucleotide polymorphisms. In these applications, the dimension of the data, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}$p>n$\end{document}$: one based on the sum-of-squares of the sample mean differences and the other based on the maximum componentwise sample mean difference. The two types of tests are powerful against different alternatives: if the true mean differences are dense in the sense that there is a large proportion of small to moderate componentwise differences, then the former type is more powerful; in contrast, if the true mean differences are sparse in the sense that there are only few but large nonzero componentwise differences, the latter type of test is more powerful. In practice, however, it is unclear which should be applied. Furthermore, as will be shown in the simulation study, there are denser and intermediate situations in which neither type of test is powerful.

In this paper, we develop an adaptive testing procedure which yields high testing power against various alternative hypotheses in the high-dimensional setting. This is achieved through combining information across a class of sum-of-powers tests, including tests based on the sum-of-squares of the mean differences and the supremum mean difference. The main idea is to incorporate multiple tests in the procedure so that at least one of them would yield a high power for a particular application with unknown truth. The proposed adaptive sum-of-powers test then selects the most powerful of the candidate tests. To perform the proposed test, we establish the asymptotic null distribution of the adaptive test statistic. In particular, we derive the joint asymptotic distribution for a set of the sum-of-powers test statistics. The marginal distributions of the test statistics converge to the normal distribution or the extreme value distribution, depending on the power parameters. Based on the theoretical results, we develop a new way to calculate asymptotic $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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We further demonstrate the superior performance of the proposed adaptive test in the context of large $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}$n$\end{document}$. We compare its performance with several existing tests which have not yet been applied to single nucleotide polymorphism data. Due to the discrete nature of single nucleotide polymorphism data, normal-based parametric tests are not suitable. In addition, although the sparsity assumption has been so widely adopted, the nonzero differences in single nucleotide polymorphism data may not be sparse, as predicted by the polygenic theory of [@asw029C10]. The problem of nonsparse signals has begun to attract the attention of statisticians (e.g., [@asw029C14]). It is highly relevant here because the performance of a test, especially a nonadaptive one, may depend on how sparse the signals are, as illustrated in the real-data analysis. An R ([@asw029C24]) package highmean that implements the tests studied here is available from the Comprehensive R Archive Network, CRAN.

2. Some existing tests {#s2}
======================
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The best-known two-sample test for low-dimensional data is the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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To account for possibly varying variances of the components of the data, one may replace $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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All of the above sum-of-squares-type test statistics are asymptotically distributed as normal under $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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A supremum-type statistic and a sum-of-squares-type statistic represent two extremes: the former uses only a single component as evidence against the null hypothesis, while the latter uses all of the components. Neither of the statistics will be uniformly better; they are more powerful for sparse and dense nonzero signals, respectively ([@asw029C12]). However, for more dense or only weakly dense nonzero signals, neither may be powerful: there may not be a single component to represent a strong departure from $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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3. Main results {#s3}
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3.1. Test statistics {#s3a}
--------------------
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3.2. Asymptotic theory {#s3b}
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In applications, the components of the observations may be measured on different scales. Therefore, we could consider an inverse variance weighted test statistic $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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3.3. Asymptotic power analysis {#s3c}
------------------------------

In this section, we analyse the asymptotic power of the proposed adaptive test. Under the alternative $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Since the Type I error rates of all the tests were well controlled by their permutation-based $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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5. Real-data analysis {#s5}
=====================

We applied the various tests to the bipolar disorder dataset from a genome-wide association study collected by [@asw029C29]. We used their quality control procedure to screen the subjects and obtained $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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